
SOCIAL VIDEO 
MARKETING NOW
The current state of content marketing with video on social 
and the things to consider in order to excel at it



FIRST, 
let’s establish that in 
advertising, people’s attention 
is what we want. 

We need someone’s attention 
in order to appeal our brand, 
product or service to them. 



Millennials spend almost a full day’s worth of time each 

week on mobile devices. **

Social network usage is the activity done the most on mobile 

devices, more than 50% of the time.***

Facebook’s ecosystem of Facebook, Messenger and 

Instagram owns the most attention with a combined global 

average of 50 minutes of use per user per day.***
The device and activity that has the most usage per day for Millennials are “Mobile” and “Social media 
usage.”
* TNS Global: Millennials spend one day every week on their phones - how can brands deal with the digital 
divide?

** Kantar TNS: Millennials spend one day every week on their phones - how can brands deal with the digital divide?
***Mail Online: Are YOU obsessed with your phone? Researchers reveal addicts touch their handset over 5,400 times a DAY
**** TechCrunch: Users average 50 minutes per day on Facebook, Messenger and Instagram

Attention is currently in

SOCIAL MEDIA ON MOBILE.



Within the different social media channels, people are consuming and 

engaging content in different types of formats. 

However, consider these stats regarding video content:

Social video produces 1200% 
more shares than image and text 
posts combined. *

70% of marketers say that video 
produces more conversions than 
any other content type. *

4x as many people would choose to 
watch a video about a product than 
read about it. *

* Business2Community: How Video Is Changing The Face Of Online Marketing



* Business2Community: How Video Is Changing The Face Of Online Marketing

“We want people to think of Facebook as a 
place for interesting and relevant video 
content from professional creators as well 
as their friends.”

- Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook CEO

“We have become a video-centric 
platform.”

- Adam Bain, Twitter ex-COO

“In the last six months (as of March 29, 
2016), the time people spent watching video 
increased by more than 40 percent.”

- Instagram blog

Quotes and data from major social networks further back that 

video is the format to focus on:



If the content looks like a TV commercial, it won’t be successful. 

Here’s why:

1. Interrupting does not build a fanbase.
No one uses social networks to see commercials. On TV, an advertiser 

fits ads in set time slots between the main programming. In social 

networks, however, the content stream is the main program and is also 

where ads seamlessly fit in. Therefore, an advertiser is now a content 

provider and will be ignored if it does not provide value to the 

programming.

2. The users have all the power.
Users have to choose to watch, choose to follow, choose to like and 

share. Paying to reach more viewers is an option, but unless they feel 

the content is of value to them, the ROI will be mediocre and there’s a 

risk of having the brand be seen as annoying.

VIDEO CONTENT 

MUST PROVIDE 

VALUE TO THE 

VIEWER.



DISTRIBUTING 
VIDEO CONTENT 
ON SOCIAL



Link to YouTube 
video / website

Website

Full YouTube 
video

While this distribution pattern is common, it ignores 2 key factors needed for success:

1. The context of the platform

2. The mindset of the user while they’re using that platform

A COMMON MISTAKE:



A MORE EFFECTIVE PATTERN:

Website

Full YouTube 
video

Full video, separate cuts of that video, image content 
from video clips - all uploaded natively

GIF

GIF

GIF

GIF

Separate cuts of that video, image stills and animated gif 
content from video clips - all uploaded natively

Intriguing image content from video clips, separate 
cuts of video

It works with the context of each specific platform and the expectations of its users.

It also allows for more micro-content to be distributed from the original content, extending its use and reach.



● People’s attention is the asset, and it’s focused on social media on mobile devices

● Ads without content on social may have a negative impact due to its intrusiveness

● Video, like all social content, must provide value to the viewer

● People are consuming more video content on social networks than ever

● Each social network’s context and the audience’s mindset while there matters

SUMMARY



WHO WE ARE

DIGITAL 
ENERGY 
FOR GOOD 
BRANDS.
We're a full-service digital agency, 
helping companies make a 
business impact online.

As a team within TAM, a digital agency with 25+ years of Japanese 
market experience, we help businesses promote their brand according 
to today’s market in order to sell their products and services.

Our growing international team consists of members from Japan, the 
US and Taiwan, and in addition to our Tokyo and Osaka offices, we 
have international locations in Singapore, London and San Francisco.

We currently help clients ranging from the hospitality industry such as 
The Ritz-Carlton, to government offices like the City of Yokohama and 
major international fashion brands so that they can cross borders and 
achieve marketing success in foreign countries.



https://tamko.co/en
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CONTACT: Barrett Ishida | barrett@tam-tam.co.jp


